CLC63 Component Cropper—Revision C

Equipment Datasheet

CLC63 Component Cropper

The Reel Service CLC63 Component Cropper
uses a completely enclosed cu ng area
providing a safe, simple‐to‐use cropping
solu on to crop a wide range of component
leads including radial, TO transistors and many
other loose leaded components.
Leads are easily cropped by placing them
through the standard lead‐pitch holes or long
slot on the top plate. Pressing the foot pedal
operates an air actuated guillo ne blade to
provide precise burr‐free cu ng of
component leads to standard 3.0mm length,
or other customer specified length via custom
top plate. Lead trimmings are collected in the
removable catch bin.
FEATURES

The CLC63 uses a hardened guillo ne blade
with 2 cu ng faces. A simple change over
allows the other face of the blade to be used,
providing longer use of the blade between
sharpening re‐grinds.

 Ideal for cropping component leads including radial, TO transistors and









many other leaded components.
Can cut mul ple components simultaneously
Precise burr free cu ng
Pneuma c control via foot pedal (60 PSI clean, dry air)
Includes standard configura on top plate with hole pitches for standard
components. Cropped lead length 3.0mm
Custom top plates available to suit customer specified lead pitch and lead
length
Removable catch bin to collect trimmed leads
Wide rubber feet stop the base moving during opera on. Can also be
secured to a table using the moun ng holes provided.
Rigid all metal construc on with a wide, sturdy base.

Includes

DIMENSIONS:
W‐140 x L‐320 x H‐90 mm
DIMENSIONS:







Cropper with double‐side guillo ne blade
Lead trimming catch bin
Standard top plate
Foot Pedal
Air tubing

Op ons

 Custom top plate to suit customer specified lead pitch & final cropped lead
length

7.15Kg
Disclaimer:

CUSTOMER SERVICE

The informa on provided is accurate to the best of the company's knowledge
or is obtained by sources believed by the company to be accurate and does not
imply any legally binding assurance.

For more informa on on the CLC63 Component Cropper, or any other equipment from our
por olio, please contact our Customer Service Dept. at the e‐mail address below.

The Company reserves the right to introduce at any me improvement to the
above product(s) without prior no ce.
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